
PHONOLOGY
i. The consonants

i.i The labials: /b/, /f/, /m/. The following allophonic features were

noted. Dissimilation of /m/ into /b/ in /bna:m/<mna:m<mana:m dream

(cf. Kfar. p. 66, Kfar Sghab p. 99), /*abn-l
fa:m/<'amw al-a:m{m)

public order, police; unlike Syrian Arabic (Aleppo), Cabali has kept /m/

in /mta:'i:n/ inhabitants (Aleppo bta:*i:n). Assimilation of /b/ with /m/

in Imm't'ihakf<bmatrahak in your place, /mmahallak/<&w«/wz//a& id.

Since /mm/ is the equivalent of /bm/ in these and similar formations,

mamar(r)>mmar(r) lane, has developed into /mar(r)/. The obstruent

/b/ is realized as a voiced fricative in /so:bna/ towards us. A syllable

final voiceless jij may be heard as voiced or not heard at all as in /ki:f

badna/>/ki:badna/ how shall we? The sequence /mw/ is heard as an

"emphatic" /m/ in /m-ldi/<mwaldi<mwalladi born (fern.) and in

lma.yl<mway water; cf. Kfar. p. 234.

1.2 The dentals: /n/, /d/, /t/, /d/, /t/. Like most sedentary dialects of

Syria and Lebanon, Cabali has substituted the dental stops for the

interdental spirants
J), 8, 8 of Old Arabic. In a group of words that have

passed into the Syr.-Leb. dialects through the medium of the Turkish

official language, the interdental spirants are replaced by sibilants:

J)>/s/: /bhays*nnu/ because, cf. Old Arabic min haypu
y

innahu t

/sammar/ he planted fruit trees, cf. Leb. tamar fruit, /hadi:s/ talk,

/hawa:dis/ incidents;

8>/z/: /zaka/ intelligence, /dzakkar/ he remembered;

8>/z/: /zannu/ they supposed, /za:lim/ unfair.

This usage has been maintained also by a school tradition of rea-

ding Classical Arabic, as can be heard for instance when one and

the same speaker says alternatively /marra ta:ni:y/ and /marra sa:ni:y/

a second time.



Assimilation of dentals is frequent. The following instances were

noted:

/nt/>/tt/: /b-nti/ and /b-tti/ my daughter,

/ns/>/ss/: /y-nsa/ and /y-ssa/ that he forgets,

/nz/>/zz/: /ynzul/ and /y-zzul/ that he gets down,

/nl/>/ll/: /mhayril-lu/</mhayri:n-m/ preparing (m. plur.) for him,

/dt/>/tt/: /xattu/ you (plur.) took,

/ts/>/ss/: /ma-ssa:wi/ you are doing.

1.3 The sibilants: /s/, /z/, /s/ f /z/. No instance of /s/ for /s/ or vice-versa

was observed, e.g. /sahra/ night-talk (Syr. Ar. sahra), /s-hr/ son-in-law

(Syr. Ar. s-^r). /z/, the retracted counterpart of /z/, represents (voiced)

/s/ in the Syr-Xeb. word /?gi:r/ small. In Turkish-Arabic words, it

represents ancient d, e.g. /za:bi^/ officer, /ha:wu:z/ water basin (Turk.

hawttz, Old Arabic hawd; cf. Kfar. p. 38).

The following instances of assimilation were noted:

/st/>/ss/: /ssaysru

/

<staysru<sta'saru they captivated,

/st/>/ss/: /issantqu/ he asked him,

/zl/>/zz/: /hayzli/ and /hayzzi/ meager, thin (fern.).

1.4 The phonemes /l/ and /r/. In /lah/ for /rah/ (index of the immediate

future), /m-dli/ for /m-dri/ 1 don't know, the lateral /l/ is an allophone of

the apical trill /r/. /I/ in /'alia/ unless, contrasts with /l/ in /'alia/ God.

1.5 The prepalatals: /c/, /s/. Unlike most Lebanese and Syrian urban

dialects, which have the non-affricated variant 2, Cabali (like the dialects

of the small nomad tribes of Northern Syria) has kept the voiced affricate

/c/. Initial /dc/ is realized as /c/ in jc&yc\j<d{a)ca:ca hen. Following

prejunctural /z/, /c/ is lost in the sequence /zed/: /m-ccawwizdi:d/<

m-ccawwiz cdi:d newly-married.

1.6 The postpalatal /k/. No instance of the voiced stop g was noted.

Cabali substitutes /k/ for it in words taken over from dialects in which

g is (more or less) phonematic: /kayya:tak/ your property (cf. Aleppo

gayti, gaytak etc., Barthelemy 740), /lakan/ big container (Barthelemy

765: lagan), /rakad/ he ran (Hama ragad); the verb /tharkal/ he stumbled,

seems to be a new formation of Syr. Ar. tlargal (Aram. Sargel he made

stumble); Syr. Ar. thargal is of different meaning.
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1.7 The velars: /x/, /g/, /q/. The velar stop /q/ is a characteristic

feature of the rural dialects of Syria; v. Remarques 83. The 'Alawis are

qaf-speakers and my informants ridiculed the "weak" hamza-speakers of

Hama.

1.8 The pharyngeals: /h/, /'/. Of the medial cluster /'h/ only one

example was noted, realized as /hh/: /mi:n sa:m*hhun/ who was listening

to them? When added to a noun ending in a consonant, the pronominal

suffixes of the 3rd person fern, and the 3rd person m. and fern. plur.

are regularly /-a/, /-un/, /-in/, e.g. /ma'a/ with her, /ma'un/ and /ma'in/

with them. In junctural position /h
f

/is heard as /"/, e -g- /
ru:? 'alabaladak/

go to your country. Forming the second element of a medial cluster, the

pharyngeals tend to open a closed syllable, e.g. /ta:l*i:n/ [ta:la'i:n]

going upwards (plur.), /'alia yl
r

an/ [yili'an] may God curse.

1.9 The glottals: /h/, /*/. In final position no glottal occurs; you

therefore obtain /nadahtu/ you (plur.) called, but /nada/ he called.

Forms like /xadna/ we took, and /xadna:/ we took him, differ exclusively

by the shift of stress. Intervocalic /h/ is lost in /maw/, tempo allegro

/vnul<ma-\-hu he is not, to which the indirect suffix is added in the

form /mahu:lu/ he has not (Syr.-L,eb. ma:lo). An initial open syllable

beginning with /*/ has been lost in /bayyi/<?ubayyi my father, /xu:yi<
9

axu;yi my brother, jxu:tij<i
9

ixwti
t/my brothers; cf. also § 1.10. In non-

enclitic position, initial /'/ of the pronouns of the 2nd person is often

strengthened to /h/, e.g. /h-ntu/ for /'-ntu/ you (plur.); in enclitic position,

/*/ and /h/ of the pronouns are realized as zero, e.g. /

f

la:k--nt/ upon you,

/wa:n qa:'d-u/ where is he sitting?

1. 10 The semivowels: /w/, /y/. By a shift of syllabification, inter-

consonant /w/ and /y/ are realized as vowels, in Cabali generally length-

ened *ixwti> /xu:ti/ my brothers, nadwta> jnadnital her (the mare's)

shoe, raa£y#a>/masi:xa/ mayoralty (cf. Kfar. p. 247: mdsixa). The

development of syllabic /y/ into /i:/ has given rise to a new formation of

nouns of the type fa la of which the third radical is /y/: corresponding to

the status constructus form qaryit>qaryt> jqaxYXj occurs the status

absolutus form /qari:y/ village; see § 2.6.4.



2. The syllable structure and vocalism.

2.1 The description of syllable structure is concerned with the habits

of releasing and arresting the chest pulse characteristic of a given

language. In Arabic, the chest pulse is released by a consonant. In the

Syro-Iyebanese dialects, the type of syllable structure of Classical Arabic

—that is, extreme closure followed by extreme opening—has been

replaced by a type of syllable structure in which the opening varies

from the extreme of a phonemic vowel to the minimum of consonant

noise. The elision of ancient short vowels, particularly i and u, in open

unstressed syllables created consonant syllables the audibility of which

is due either to the noise inherent in the consonant itself or to a phonetic

auxiliary element, a vocoid, which in this text is represented by the

symbol /•/. The quality of the vocoid, stressed or unstressed, is deter-

mined by the consonant environment, or by vowel harmony, e.g.

/b-'qi/ [biqi] he remained, /b'qu/ [buqu] they remained.

2.2 In our dialect there are two types of syllables: the sonant syllable

CV(C) and the consonant syllable C. The sonant syllable is released by

one consonant. It is common however for a postpause consonant to be

followed by another consonant with no audible vowel resonance between.

Phonetically the releasing movements are clearly successive when the

articulations take place at separate points as in /s-ko:t/ be silent; when

taking place at the same point, a single movement is made for both as in

/tla:ti/ three. Phonemically there is no reason but to accept both cases as

belonging to the same class of consonant syllables, representing the

syllable type C.

2.3 The closed syllable CVC is arrested by one consonant. When the

arresting consonant is followed by another consonant, the new syllable

pulse may be heard as a vowel resonance as in prepause /k-tab-t/

[ktabit] I, you (m.) wrote, or not heard at all as in /hal-'ard/ this country.

2.4 Owing to morphological reasons, the vocoid may be stressed or

unstressed: /s'rib/ he drank, /waq-t-ma/ when. In Cabali, stress is often

shifted from its morphematic place falling on the disjoining element:

/waq-t-ma/ is realized [waqad-ma] (with consonant assimilation /tm/>

/dm/). Forms like /s'h-rna/ our son-in-law, and /m-'*-tti/ my stomach, are

pronounced with a loss of the morphematic vowel of the first syllable
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when preceded by a final vowel in close juncture, e.g. /'ana zalmi m'-tti

ma 'am b-tqatti* 'ak-1/ 1 am a man whose stomach does not digest food.

Nouns of the form mafala, which regularly elide poststress /a/, are

pronounced with a shift of stress: /mah-rmi/ [maharmi] handkerchief,

/maMqi/ [ma'alqi] spoon.

2.5 The sonant syllables are of the following types: 1. CV, 2. CVC,

3. CV:, 4. CV:C.

2.5.1 The phonematic short vowel of an open syllable is exclusively

/a/, the ancient short vowels i and u being elided in an unstressed

syllable and realized as a non-phonematic vocoid in a stressed syllable.

Cabali thus shows the feature which, in the Syro-I^ebanese area, is

characteristic of Cantineau's purlers differentiels (Etudes, ii, 49). If

Present tense forms of the first Form are taken as evidence, an isogloss

can be drawn, as has been demonstrated by Professor Fleisch (Enquete

pp. 388, 392, Textes pp. 3i5f.), in the Lebanese area, between dialects

of the South, which have preserved forms such as /bt'flahi/ and /by-'flahu/

on one hand, and dialects of the North on the other, which have instead

bt'f'lhi and by-f-lhu like bt'-k-tbi and by'k-tbu. In its Present tense system,

Cabali clearly follows the "differentiating" type of language; like the

non-differentiating dialects, however, it shows a strong tendency

towards eliding even ancient /a/ in an open unstressed syllable.

Pre-stress /a/ is regularly elided in past tense forms like /ktabt/ I,

you (m.) wrote, though one also hears for instance /laqayna/ we met,

/galabtu/ I defeated him.

The distribution of the nominal types fairt and firt is due to the

phonetic feature of the first consonant, e.g. /da*i:f/ weak, poor, /mri:d/

ill, sick (cf. Blanc 32 f.), but also to usage, e.g. /faqi:r/ poor, /sali:f/

kidnapped (cf. Denizeau: Salaf—yeHof "enlever une jeune femme",

Leb.), in which /a/ has perhaps been kept to distinguish it from Sli:f

double sack put on the back of a beast of burden (not in my text material)

.

Nouns of the type fa*art: /zama:n/ time, but also /b-zma:ni/ in my
(past) time.

Nouns of the type fa'a:li{:)l: /masa:ti:l/ and /msa:ti:l/ young (tobacco)

plants reared for transplantation, but only /dwa:b(b)/ (plur. of /d*bbi/)

beasts of burden.

Contrary to the tendency of eliding ancient pre-stress /a/, ancient i

and u of an open syllable are often restored, particularly in "learned"
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words and proper names, as /a/: /bada:'a/<foV£a:
f

a goods, /ma*a:mali/<

muaimala official documents, formalities, /maha:f*zt*lla:dqi:y/ the

muha:faza of Iy., /mahammad/ (the name of the Prophet, but /mhammad/

other Aluhammads), /*abu mani:r/ (the proper name Abu Munir).

Post-stress /a/ is regularly elided, e.g.:

in past tense forms: /hamlu/ they carried, /hamlu: ni/ they carried me,

or: they made me carry (<hammalu:ni) t /kaylu/ they measured, or:

he measured him,
/

c

a:ynu/ they examined, or: he examined him,

/stag*smu/ they found stupid, or: he found him stupid;

in nouns of the type fala<faala, e.g. /baqra/ cow, /hacra/ stone,

/zalmi/ man, /samki/ fish;

in nouns of the type fa:*ali }
e.g. /'a:dmi/ gentle,

in nouns of the type mafala, e.g. /mastli/ young plant;

in the feminine and plural forms of participles of the secondary forms

of the passive voice: /mba:rki/ blessed (fem.), /msa:dra/ confiscated

(fern.).

2.5.2 An opposition between syllables CiC and CuC occurs only in an

unstressed final position: cases like /k'tib/ he was written, and /k'tub/

books, seem however to be rare. In rapid speech, -iC and -uC are realized

with a mid central 9 and forms like /bynzul/ he will go down, heard

as /binzd/; with a shift of syllabification, the vocoid is often elided, e.g.

/qa:lt-l*mwa:li/ the Mawali (beduins) said.

2.5.3 I/Ong vowels in open syllables generally keep their quantity;

words like /m(a)sa:ti:l/ are pronounced with nearly equal stress on the

two long vowels; there is no tendency, as for instance with Egyptian and

Palestinian Arabic, to have only one long vowel in the same word. The

Classical Arabic rule of shortening ay into a in cases like qurayS- but

qurasi:y- still applies in verbal paradigms of Palestinian Arabic: laqe:na<

laqayna but laqana:k (see Blanc pp. 46-47, who proposes an explanation

by a progressive lowering e>i>a). In monosyllables, /a:/</ay/ is

virtually shortened in a prestress open syllable, e.g. /'a:n m*n
c

anay(yi)/

an eye of my eyes, but also /'ayna:/ his (two) eyes.

In junctural position, final (virtually long) vowels are reduced to

a non-phonematic vocoid when preceding a consonant syllable, e.g. /(**)ca/

he came, but /c-Ss-rta/ the police came, /'aha:li:ha/ her people, but

/'aha:l*dday*a/ the people of the village, /qa'du/ they sat down, but
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/qa'd-lkans/ they sat down (i.e. started) brooming; preceding a syllable

containing a vocoid, a final syllable tends to be closed, e.g. /mu r-dya:n/>

/murdyam/ he is not satisfied, /'ana b-rya:n/>/'anabriya:n/ I am not

guilty, /sh-rna n-hna/>/sh-rnanhana/ we passed the night talking.

2.5.4 In the Syro-Lebanese dialects, non-final CV:C tends to be

shortened:

a) in verbal forms to which an indirect pronominal suffix is added:

/qu:l+li/>/q-l-li/ tell me. In Cabali, forms like /biq-l-li/ he will say to

me, have given rise to forms like /biq-llui-li/ they will say to me;

b) in sequences CViC'+ C 1

, e.g. Jd-bbiI<da:bba beast of burden,

lhsdii/<ha:ffa border, slope, IciirannsL/ <ci:ra:nna our neighbours,

/ra:bVnna/ <ra:bti:nna blocking (plur.) our way.

Proclitic monosyllables of the type CV:C are often realized as C*C,

e.g. /co:z/ a pair, but /c-z*syu:f/ two swords, /ba:t/ house, but

/b't-lm-xta:r/ the house of the muxtar, /yo:m/ day, but /ym-lh-rbu/

the day they ran away; /ga:r/ or /gar/ except, /ra:h/ or /rah/ or /lah/

(index of the immediate future); cf. Kfar. p. 85.

With a shift of stress, final Ca:C is shortened into CiC when preceding

a stressed syllable in close juncture, e.g. /t*mma:t/ I went on, but

/tammit na:zil/ I went on going downwards, /s*kta:n/ (dual of /s-kki/

furrow), but /hafard fa:lhi:na s'ktin tla:ti/ this land we plough two

three times.

2.6. The quality of the vowel phonemes.

2.6.1 The phoneme /a/. In Lebanese dialects, /a/ changes into /-/when

entering a non-final unstressed syllable, e.g. sallam he greeted, but

s-llamt I, you (m.) greeted; Kfar. p. 98, Tripoli p. 73, Enquete pp. 389,

391 (Central and Northern Lebanon). In Cabali, beside forms like

/s-llamt/, one hears /s-ll'mt/, in which form the vocoid has entered the

stressed syllable, e.g. /tl-ww-nt/ 1, you blushed, /tw-qqa* ma'i/ it happened

to me, /x-ss-'s-li/ he allotted to me, /b-U'sna/ we started. It is introduced

also in forms where /a/ vs. /*/ should be distinctive, e.g. /glabna/ we
defeated, vs. /gl-bna/ we were defeated; it is said /gl*bna ss-rta/ we
defeated the police. Because of this neutralization of the opposition

/a/:/-/, one and the same speaker says alternatively /rati/ and /r-tl/

(quantity by weight), /'aza/ and /**za/ if, /'alia/ and /Mia/ unless, /'acri/

and /**cri/ my foot. I exclusively heard /d*bbi/ beast of burden; other
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cases in which /a:/ is shortened when followed by a geminate: /ma:nna/

and /m-nna/ we are not, /za:lmi/ and /z-lmi/ unfair (fern.).

2.6.2 The phoneme /a:/. According to Professor Fleisch, the tendency

determining the development of long a in the Lebanese dialects has

reached its extreme in the dialect of Kfar Sghab (pp. 98 and 108):

ancient long a is no longer maintained but has split up into two allo-

phones in complementary distribution: in contact with a front consonant,

it becomes (mid front) e: t e.g. be:t he passed the night; a back consonant

makes it pass into (mid back) 0;, e.g.
9

o:m (~qa:m) he stood up. A
position midway towards this extreme in the case of the Kfar Sghab

dialect is represented by the dialect of Tripoli (p. 21), which has low

front a: and mid back d: respectively, e.g. ma:t he died, dd:f he was the

guest of.

Unlike the Lebanese dialects, Cabali has kept central /a:/. When
palatalisation (imala) occurs it is conditioned, not by a front consonant,

but by an z-element that once preceded /a:/ in the same word, or follows

it. Palatalisation, therefore, never occurs in monosyllables: /ba:b/ door,

/nrn sa:n/ for. It is often, though far from regularly, to be heard in

ancient forms fia:l, e.g. [tya:b] clothes, [kte:b] book (Z.), but /hal-bla:d/

this country (often heard); in forms fa:
€

il, e.g. [na:zil] going down (m.),

but also /na;zil/ (one and the same speaker). One speaker in 'A.Q.

saying in a narration /ra^yih/ going (m.) (with a like English "father"),

was told by my companion from Z. to say [ra:yih]. The unconditioned

imala raising /a:/ to [e:] or even to [i:] (v. Enquete 391) was heard only

with some speakers in Z., who said for instance [kami:n] for /kama:n/

also, [tle:ti] for /tlarti/ three.

The observation made by Hartmann, Das Liwa, p. 241: "dass bet

wie bat gesprochen wurde, aber im Dual betan, so dass also tJbergang des

at zu a nur im einsilbigen und am Ende des zweisilbigen Wortes statt-

findet. Schick horte ich in den meisten Theilen des Gebirges wie schdch

aussprechen", was confirmed by my observations, particularly in
e

A.Q.

and T. (except that for Hartmann's betdn I should like to write /bayta:n/

or /ba:ta:n/, any difference between /ay/ and /a:/ being often imper-

ceptible).

Cabali /a:/ thus represents ancient long a and also ancient ay; the

following instances were noted:

a) in monosyllables: /wa:n/ (tempo allegro /wan/) where, /ga:r/ (tempo
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allegro /gar/) except, /'a:n/ eye, /sa:x/ sheikh, /la:l/ night, /la:k/ (= Syr.

Ar. le:k<*ilayka);

b) in the dual ending /-a:n/<-ayw, e.g. /t-nta:n/ two (fern.), /s*hra:n/

two months, /s-nta:n/ two years, /'alfa:n/ two thousand, /qa:lba:n/ two

bundles (of oats), /*-mma:n/ a pair of furrows;

c) in the ending /-a:t/ of the past tense of verba III. radicalis infirmae

and of verba mediae geminatae, e.g. /t*mma:t/ I, you (m.) went on

(doing), /tt-ka:t/ I lay down (on my elbows), /h-ssa:t/ I, you (m.) felt;

d) final /-a:/ representing ancient -ay+pronomial suffix -h{u)
t

e.g.

/

f

la:/ upon him, /'ayna:/ his (two) eyes.

There is a clear tendency towards treating /a:/ and /ay/ as the realisa-

tion of a single phoneme in complementary distribution according as the

syllable is closed or open, e.g. /ba:t/ house, /bayti/ my house, /h-t,ta:t/

I put, /h-ttaytin/ I put them (fern.). This Aramaic rule of "contraction

of the diphthong in a closed syllable" is at the basis also of Lebanese;

see Tripoli p. 23: "bat—bayti". In an open syllable /ay/, therefore, rep-

resents phonemic /a:/:

a) in medial position, e.g. /caycij<(da)ca:ca hen, /cbayli/ Mountainer,

man from the Mountains =/lc*ba:l/, /sxaysi:y/ the Community of the

(Holy) Persons (CI. Ar. al-*asxa:s), /dwayli:y/ (name of the village

ad-dawa:liya). I occasionally heard also forms like /'ayw'dna/

(=
€

a:wadna) we returned, /su
f

aymil/ (=
e

a:mil) what is he doing?

b) in final position, e.g. /rmay/ low stone-wall separating fields of

cultivated land (cf. Palest, rama, plur. rimya:n), st. cstr. /rmayt *stu:h/

low wall built on the roof of a house; passive participles of verba III.

radicalis infirmae, e.g. /m'abbay/ filled (m.).

2.6.3 The phoneme /i/ is phonematic only in an unstressed final syllable,

where it is often realized as a non-phonematic vocoid, e.g. /ma:tit/ she

died, /^abqit/ [tabqut] she stayed, /nat'it/ [n-t'at] she snapped away,

and, with a shift of syllabification, /qa:lt-l-mwa:li/ the Mawali (beduins)

said.

2.6.4 Tne phoneme /i:/ is sometimes heard as mid front [e:] or low

front [a:] e.g. /'i:d/ [*e:d] hand, /ci:ra:nna/ [ca:ranna] our neighbours.

The tendency mentioned above towards treating /a:/ and /ay/ as the

realization of a single phoneme, according as the syllable is closed or
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open, concerns a stressed syllable. In an unstressed syllable, /ay/ further

develops into /iy/. The full series of the apophony is the following:

/a:/ in a closed syllable

/ay/ in an open stressed syllable

/iy/ in an open unstressed syllable.

This paradigm is represented by an example quoted in Kfar Sghab 104.

In the transcription used here, the interesting forms are the following:

ta:Vu—tayle —tiylana. For traces noted in Cabali of this paradigm,

v. § 3.8.1. /iy/</ay/ occurs in nouns of the form tafiil of which y is the

first radical, e.g. /tiysi:r/ success, in nouns of the form fa'a:l of which

the second radical is y, e.g. /siyya:ra/ motor car, in verbal forms like

/siyy'lna/ we loaded; in junctural position, e.g. /miyh'mmu/</ma
yh-mmu/ it did not matter with him, /tiysr'qa/</(hat)ta ysr-'qa/ that

he would steal her.

There is often hesitation between /ay/ and /iy/ and between variant

forms like /dayya:t/ and /diyya:t/ hands, /'ayya:m/ and /*iyya:m/ days,

/ra:yha/ and /rayha/ and /riyha/ going away (fern.). As a free variant of

/iy/, /ay/ enters the field of phonematic /i:/; I thus only heard /cayli/ for

/ci:li/ my generation.

A tendency, unconditioned by pause, towards lowering final /-i/ into

/-a/ was noted particularly in T., e.g. /h'ttayt *bk-tfa ba:ru:tta/ I put

my rifle on my shoulder; further examples in Texts, No. Ill, where

final /-i/ is accordingly written /-a/.

Final -i following the homorganic consonant /y/ is often inaudible or

totally lost; cf. Hartmann, Das Liwa, p. 241: "Aus der Erinnerung stelle

ich fest, dass bei Namen auf -tje die gewohnliche Aussprache die mit

betontem -ij und Fortfall des -e bzw. -i ist . . . el-ka'bij, das j klingt nur

sehr leise nach, ist fast unhorbar." One hears /bayyi/ my father, but

/m-ssa:y/ a pair of shoes (Syr. Ar. tna$Sa:ye), /fa:su:li:y/ beans. In

connected speech, as was noted by Hartmann, final /-i:y/ is often heard

as /-i/, e.g. /sa:f(i)t -l'a:n ra:gi (=ra:gi:y)
r

layha/ she saw (the man's)

eye looking at her with desire.

Final /-i:y/ is the result:

a) of -i:ya>i;yi, e.g. /Talawi:y/ the 'Alawi Community, /hawi:y/ well,

pitch;

b) of -iya, e.g. /ma:si:y/<ma.\3rya walking (fern.), /ta:ni:y/<ta;my#
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second (fern.), /

f

a:fi:y/ health, /ra:bi:y/ hill (Class. Ar. ra:biya
t
Beduin

rabwe), /wa:'i:y/ intelligent (fern., m. /wa:'i/);

c) of -ya
t
e.g. /qari:y/ village, status cstr. /qari:t*ttwa:hi:n/ the village

T. (Class. Ar. qaryat-, Syr.-I^eb. q-rye). The form /'aqwi:ta/ her strength,

explained by my Syrian companion as meaning qu:w'ta, has taken over

the ending -i:t/ from nouns of this type:*qwi:ta<qu:wi:ta with pro-

thetic '«-.

2.6.5 The phoneme /u/ is phonematic in an unstressed final syllable,

e.g. /by-xrub/ he will destroy, vs. /byxrab/ he will be destroyed.

/u:/ represents ancient u:; when realized with a minimal lip-rounding,

it sounds like [o:], e.g. /ydbahu:ni/ [ydbaho:ni] that they will kill me;

in a syllable realesed by a back consonant, the lip-rounding is heard as a

transitional w, e.g. /lh-ku:mi/ [lhukwu:mi] the Government.

In the field of /u/, there is a series of vowel phonemes corresponding

to the series /a:/—/ay/—/iy/:

/o:/ in a closed syllable

/aw/ in an open stressed syllable

/uw/ in an open unstressed syllable

according to the paradigm /ho:n/ and /hawni/ here, /huwnirk/ there, e.g.

/cawbi/ depression in the ground, /co:bt*br-mma:ni/ (place name),

/muwcu:d/<mawcu :d existing, /muwtu:na/

<

mawtu:na<mawwatu :na

they (nearly) killed us, jruwh-nna,/<rawh-nna<rawwah-\-lna he deprived

us. /uw/ enters the place of /aw/ in /nstuwfij<nstawfi that we revenge

ourselves. The identification of phonematic /uw/ with /u:/ has given rise

to forms like /mu:sim/ (Syr. Ar. mo:sum) time of harvest, /u:/ has entered

the field of /o:/ in /yu:m/, variant form of /yo:m/ day, and /su:b/ heat.

2.6.6 The vowel /e:/ is an allophone:

a) of palatalised /a:/ [a:] in the language of people who say /ba
f

de:n/

for /ba
f

da:n/ (most often heard) thereafter, then, [la:rte:n] for /la:rta:n/

two pounds;

b) of /a:/: /ay/ in the language of speakers who say [be:t] for /ba:t/,

[be:da] for /bayda/ egg;

c) of /i:/ in the language of speakers who say [*e:d] for /*i:d/ hand,

[mu:te] for /mu:ti/ die (fern.).
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2-7- Of the linguistic means for marking the transition from one part

of an utterance to another or from speech to silence the following were

noted:

a) lengthening of the vowel of a final closed syllable, e.g. /tl-
e

na la

Imagfarr/ we came up to the police-station (/lmagfar/), /ha:da m-tbayya:n

this is evident (/m-tbayyan/), /ba'd -lk-bi:r/ after he grew up (/k.'bir/);

b) lengthening of an ancient short vowel in an open unstressed syllable,

e.g. /Igata yhabbirlek/ (spoken on a high pitch) the bed clothes made you

pregnant (/yhablik/);

c) diphthongizing of /final -a/>/-aw/, e.g. /ra:hu la hamaw/ they went

to /hama/, /n-zil m-ssamaw/ he went down from heaven (/ssama/);

d) diphthongizing of final /-i/ and /-i:y/>/-ay/, e.g. /*atfay/ (the pr.

name /'atfi/), /bykm*snay/ he will seize me (/by-km-sni/), /t*kramay/

you (fern.) are welcome (/t-krami/), /r-b
f

ay/ one quarter (/r*b
f

i:y/);

e) lowering of /u:/>/o:/ in a final syllable /cmho:r/ a lot of people

(/c-mhu:r/), /'aco:z/ old woman (/

e

acu:z/), /bidasro:/ he will leave him

(/bidasru/), /baddun im-rro:/ they want to pass (/invrru/), /mso:/ walk

(plur.). The pronominal suffixes which in connected speech are /-kun/

your (m.) and /-hun/ their (m.) change into /-ko:n/ and /-ho:n/.
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